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Beatrix Grimbly Editor

Kit Avid, Premiere, Final Cut Pro

Documentary

Turkiye Centenary Sandstone Global Google
10 x 6 min
Videos about the heritage and culture of Turkey that are part of Google Turkey's centenary celebrations, presented
by Prof. Bettany Hughes.

Transnational Vice World News YouTube
25 min Current Affairs
The show aims to explore the lived experiences of transgender people and communities around the world, focusing on
specific topics led and reported by journalists who are also trans.

Gangs of Britain Alaska TV History Channel
12 x 60 min
Gary and Martin Kemp take the viewer on an immersive journey across the UK in which they reveal who ran and who now
runs gangland Britain.

Order and Disorder Furnace TV BBC
2 x 60 min
Professor Jim Al-Khalili unwraps the evolutionary histories responsible for the modern human condition, as currently
represented by our sophistication in energy manipulation and information technology.

Hip Hop Revolución Alborada Films
60 min
At its heart, this film is about the power of music, community and the spirit of rebellion. British activist Jody McIntyre
travels to Venezuela with UK-Iraqi rapper Lowkey to spend time with ‘Hip Hop Revolución’, a dynamic collective of musical
revolutionaries. They witness their inspiring grassroots work and share music and ideas.

The Colombian Connection Alborada Films Press TV
3 x 24 min
Three-part documentary exploring the history and human costs of US intervention in Colombia and its 50 year-old
conflict.

Inside The Revolution: A Journey Into The Heart Of Venezuela Alborada Films Online Media
65 min
Documentary tracing a recent history of Venezuela, before and after the election of Hugo Chavez to the presidency, using
a variety of archive material, interviews with Venezuelan community leaders living in the barrios of Caracas, and leading
Venezuelan social scientists.
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Save Our Seas ACAP Nat Geo
25 min CCTV China
Broadcast documentary on global threats to the survival of marine species.

The New Battle For Nicaragua Redfish Online Release
25 min
Months of civil unrest in Nicaragua have left hundreds dead and wounded. The international media has chosen to put the
blame squarely on President Daniel Ortega's government. Yet supporters of the Sandinista government have also been
among those tortured and killed, and massive pro-Ortega demonstrations have largely been ignored by the press.

Current Affairs

Direct Talk - Ella Al-Shamahi Caravan Media NHK World Japan
15 min Interview
Interview with Ella Al-Shamahi - a paleoanthropologist, explorer and comedian.

Listening Post Al Jazeera Media Al Jazeera English
12 x 25 min
Al Jazeera English's weekly media programme that critiques and analyses and dissects the world's media, how they
operate and the stories they cover.

News CNN International CNN
Various, News
News packages for CNN News. Feature packages for CNN International shows including Amanpour, Connect The World,
Business Traveller, Quest Means Business, The Screening Room, and Middle East Marketplace.

Journalist’s Hangout UK Chiswick Park Studios Yanga
40 x 25 min
Weekly news & current affairs programme bringing together a host of the best and brightest journalistic minds focused
on the issues facing the African continent.

The Business Chiswick Park Studios Yanga
10 x 25 min
Lanre Akinola examines the world of business through the African perspective, looking at developments across the
continent and beyond. Illuminating the world of business in digestible terms.

World's Most Dangerous Cities: Port Moresby BBC BBC
25 min, News
Papua New Guinea has been described as one of the most dangerous countries in the world for women. Some estimates
say that 70% of women in PNG will be raped in their lifetime. Ben Zand travels to the capital Port Moresby to meet the
men who believe violence against women is acceptable - and those women who say enough is enough.
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Exchange with Mark Eddo Chiswick Park Studios Yanga
3 x 25 min
Mark Eddo seeks out the most engaging, topical and thought provoking guests on the planet in this innovative chat show,
connecting intelligent and influential Africans across the globe.

One To One Chiswick Park Studios Yanga
3 x 25 min
In-depth interviews from expert journalists with public figures who have a profound influence on African affairs. From
politics to economics, the environment to social and cultural issues, everything is up for discussion.

Factual Entertainment

Beat The Internet with John Robins Vice Studios Dave
22 min
Comedy quiz show hosted by 2017 Edinburgh Comedy Award winner John Robins. Contestants try to predict how search
engines respond to a series of questions – from images to wordplay.

Playlist Moonbeam Films Al Jazeera English
15 x 24 min Entertainment, Series Editor
A weekly exploration of the new sounds created when traditional cultures meet contemporary music.

How It’s Made Bullseye TV Quest
20 x 23 min
The inside story on the world’s most familiar objects, incredible inventions and ambitious construction projects. Senior
Editor.

Films

Fortune Cookies Screen Northants
100 min Feature Film
It tells the story of a young actor who’s about to get her big break. But her family are in financial trouble, and need her
help: will she appear on their favourite game show with them, to try and help them out of their money issues?

Cuckoo
15 min Short Film
A family in turmoil through a cheating husband, creates more skeletons and ghosts than meet the eye.
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Branding and Corporate

HSBC,The Buddhist Nun Merchant Cantos HSBC Alumni promo

Anadarko, Lucius Success Myriad Global Media Corporate mini-doc

Shell, Challenging Locations Shell Recruitment promos

EY, Ernst & Young & You Edge Picture Company Corporate promo

Cancer Research UK, Race for Life Anomaly Sponsorship promo
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